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One of the bright spots this year has been how much time we’ve spent 
playing outdoors. The line up around here is full of wetsuits, and the streets 
teem with the sounds of urethane rolling on pavement. This expanded 
gaze has brought many new board riders to our community as surfskate 
truly begins to come into its own. This is a momentous occasion for Carver, 
which for over 25 years has steadfastly focused on inciting this movement. 
 
New surfskate brands are emerging around the world, and this couldn’t be 
better news. Now surfskate will have several strong brands which, while 
competing on one level, are also expanding communities and helping to 
grow a richer, deeper culture of riders who connect with the flow of 
surfskate. From pro teams and new competitive formats to innovations in 
terrain and progression in performance, this broad collective of world 
citizens will together catapult the movement forward. 
 
We are delighted by all this, but we’re also not about to be outdone! 
Carver has continued its mission to push equipment and performance 
levels forward with innovation, and enrich the culture of surfskate with top 
pros, stylish riders and compelling stories and images.
 
This year we’re super stoked to have Jamie O’Brien and Kai Lenny join the 
Carver team! These legendary riders bring the fun, passion and go-big 
attitude that inspires us all to get out there and shred. Carver has also 
updated its signature C7 dual-axis truck with a lighter spring, and 
introduced several new deck molds that bring ever higher levels of 
performance to your quiver. And the Artist Series collections feature new 
work by some long-time favorites, as well as some fresh new voices. This 
incredible line up of luminaries shows that when we all join forces for a 
common purpose, we are always Better Together.

B E T T E R  T O G E T H E R
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PRO MODEL - KAI LENNY
Maui native Kai Lenny defies easy categorization, having truly mastered so many board riding disciplines that listing them all seems impossible; Surf, Hydrofoil, Kite, Windsurf, Stand Up Paddle, Prone Paddle, 
Outrigger Canoe, Big Wave Tow-In, and now Surfskate. A first to do many things, break records and exceeds the imaginable over and over, this Surfing Hall of Famer is widely considered one of the best 
waterman in history. So when we saw him surfskating on his own Carver with his inimitably bold style we were stoked. Kai is a true aloha ambassador, and 
we’re proud to have him help spread the surfskate stoke with his sunny smile and charging feats. 

34” KAI DRAGON31” KAI LAVA

10.125”
18”

10.125”

From Kai’s own quiver comes this stretched out 
double-concave board, perfectly proportioned to fit 
his stance and style, with a longer wheelbase that 
increases both stability and speed for a faster pump 
and carve.

Kai created this Lava pattern for his upcoming surfboard 
quiver and wanted to use it on this mid-sized mainstay too, 
pressed in the Hyperspoon mold for a deep-dish spoon nose 
contoured for your carving pleasure. 
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PRO MODEL - JAIME O’BRIEN
Jamie O’Brien’s idea of fun would be terrifying for most of us, but growing up in front of Pipeline must have conditioned him from an early age, because he joyously puts himself in some of the burliest 
conditions imaginable. His wave riding skills have earned him an impressive collection of titles and recognition as an elite pro, but it’s his fun-loving antics that have endeared him to fans around the world. His 
embrace of alternative surf craft is legend, an innovator of fun on everything from soft tops to inflatables. And in his garage, propped handily by the door, you will find his Carver. So as with everything Jamie 
does, joining the Carver team came from an authentic connection to our boards and how they ride. It’s an alliance that shares the mission to spread the stoke, 
to go big and to have fun. His pro model boards, like his personality, are full of color and energy, and geared for performance. 

33.5” J.O.B. CAMO TIGER31” J.O.B. BLUE TIGER
We wanted to make a bigger board for Jamie that 
could rise to the challenge of his wild exploits, so the 
Camo has a full nose kick for that locked-in feeling, 
and wider stance for fast carving and transition riding.

A surfskate to fit everyone, this classic squash tailed shape is 
pressed in Carver’s innovative Hyperspoon mold, which folds 
up on three side at the nose to hug your front foot for greater 
carving control.

10.125” 10.125”
17.5”17”
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PRO MODEL - YAGO DORA
Yago Dora is a phenomenal surfer, bringing a deceptively easy style to massive airs and hair raising tube riding. But he’s so much more; a gentle and respectful soul who quietly taps into vast resources of 
power and skill. He is a naturally talented athlete, able to bring his signature smooth surf style to his skating as well. We made his Skinny Goat pro-model with the same high performance standards he requires, 
ensuring that when you push yourself hard like he does, your feet stay securely locked in between the double-kick mold, and you get the quick maneuverability needed to deliver on such demanding 
expectations.

Inspired by Yago carving hillside driveways and speed-pump-
ing wavy parking lots, his pro model gives you a powerful 
mid-width stance, securely locked in by the double-kick mold 
for high performance riding just like the Skinny Goat himself.

9.875”
17”



9.875”
17.5”
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PRO MODEL - TAYLOR KNOX

31.25” KNOX PHOENIX

Renowned as a power surfer for carving big, forceful turns that cover the entire face of the wave, Taylor Knox still surfs with as much energy as athletes half his age. And he knows a thing or two about 
longevity. Recognized for his grit and determination, he was a key member of the Momentum Generation in the 1990s, and enjoyed one of the longest pro surfing careers in history, racking up 22 years on the 
World Tour before retiring from competition in 2012. Carver began its longest running pro athlete sponsorship with Taylor back in 2009 when he was still on tour, and now 14 years later Taylor is still ripping, 
a living legend who surfs and skates with the kind of power and flow we can all learn from. Custom shaped for him and set up for his style of carving, this 
model has been refined over the years to a polished gem, and it continues to be one of the best-selling surfskates in the Carver line.

With its wider spooned nose and fat tail you get full 
power rail transfer during deep carves and sharp 
cutbacks, while the concave wheels hold your deepest 
lines without slipping out. 
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30.75” AIPA “DA STING”
Like the surfboard that played such a big part in 
sparking the ‘shortboard revolution’, we kept the 
wheelbase tight so you get the same quick turning 
performance Ben Aipa intended.

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

AIPA “DA STING” - BEN AIPA
In 1974 Ben Aipa, the legendary Hawaiian surfer and shaper, made his mark in surfboard history with the development of 
‘Da Sting’, a quick-turning shape he first made for Larry Bertleman. 
 
“I would watch him at the Lighthouse for a moment, and I could see what he was attempting to do… I knew he was the future, 
so I went back to the shop and imagined the kind of board dynamics he’d need to get the maneuvers he was attempting” Ben 
said.
 
In 1976, after 2 years of refinement, the Sting was prominently displayed on the cover of Surfer Magazine under the arms of 
Ben, and 2 skate-style infused “Stingmen", Mark Liddell and Buttons Kaluhiokalani. According to Ben, "This cover shot made 
the Sting go viral and set the Sting on fire, forever changing the face of performance surfing forever.”
 
How perfect then that we would collaborate with the Aipa family to make a Carver surfskate model that also achieves the 
same quick turning, fast pumping maneuvers we pioneered for skateboards in 1996. The clear sugar coat grip shows off the 
classic blue flames, imagined by Mark Lidell and inspired by '57 Chevy hot rod flames, that became one of the most iconic 
airbrush designs in surfboard history.

10.25”
16.75”MARK LIDDEL
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36.5” TYLER 777
The ‘777’ is a modern nose rider with the archetypal 
squared-off tail, it’s just long enough for a walk up 
and back, but short enough for down-the-line 
pumping. 

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

TYLER 777 - TYLER SURFBOARDS
From shaping surfboards to restoring classic cars and choppers, Tyler Hatzikian has spent a lifetime mining the history of these interrelated art forms in order to continue 
pushing their development forward. Picking up where longboard culture and design left off in the 1950s, Tyler shapes ‘Progressive Traditionals’, beautiful resin tinted logs that 
combine smooth trimming with responsive carving. From his one-man shaping studio in El Segundo a short walk from the Carver factory, Tyler makes some of the most finely 
crafted and revered longboards in the world. With a clear sugarcoat grip and just a hint of point to the nose, this mid-length surfskate achieves the same blend of trim and 
carve of his iconic ‘777’ nose rider. 

10”
21.25”
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33” TOMMII LIM PROTEUS
Set on a mid-sized Carver Proteus shape, the Tommii 
model provides lots of front foot area so you can really 
spread your feet out for a proper surfboard stance. 

C A R V E R S K A T E B O A R D S . C O M

 
 

TOMMII LIM - PROTEUS

9.875”
10.375”

International painter, designer and muralist Tommii Lim confronts the zeitgeist of today’s instant gratification, digital era by building large-scale works that deconstruct observation 
and form, seducing them into high contrast, minimalist black-and-white compositions. Lim seeks to disrupt a viewer’s line of sight by building bold, immersive installations and 
murals with his Optical Sculpture techniques, employing forced perspective methods to manipulate the human eye into forming 3D objects from 2D surfaces, thus allowing 
the viewer to fully immerse themselves in his paintings for a brief moment in time. Lim’s bold use of shape fits perfectly with the Proteus, itself a shape that 
forces a reevaluation of archetypal templates and encourages an immersive interaction. 
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CHANNEL ISLANDS SURFBOARDS

31.75” BLACK BEAUTY
The very definition of Speed, Power and Flow, this 
classic board brings back the drive and control of 
power surfing, with a slightly longer wheelbase and 
narrower pin tail template for drawn out lines.

Channel Islands is arguably one of the most influential surfboard brands in the world, and over the last 45 years founder and master board designer Al Merrick has 
designed some of the most classic models in surfboard history, and today his son Britt continues that legacy. Carver has been making surfskates paired with such CI 
classics as the Black Beauty since 2015, and this year we’re stoked to introduce two new models in the line, the Fishbeard and the Happy. Each new shape is based on 
their latest progressive shapes, both destined to become future classics once again. 
 

 

30.75” HAPPY
A performance shortboard built to give riders the 
freedom to go wherever their mind takes them, this 
model is the perfect blend of speed and control. Skate 
better. Be happy. 
 

 

29.25” FISHBEARD
The Fishbeard is pure business in the front and all 
party in the back, with its performance nose and 
classic fish tail. To keep the party going we recreated 
CI’s iconic 80’s era logo layup. 

9.75”
15.5”

9.75”
16.75”

9.75”
17.75”



 

30” ROCKET REDUX
Before the endless charade of social media surfboard 
marketing melted our minds, real word of mouth made 
one little board iconic throughout the surfing world… the 
Rocket, reincarnated in the Redux for a new generation.  
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...Lost Surfskates is Carver’s newest collaboration with ...Lost Surfboards and Matt ‘Mayhem’ Biolos. One of the most cutting edge board designers in surfing today, 
Mayhem’s brash exploration of progressive surfboard design is the inspiration driving the brand, and his go-for-it style is reflected in the bold look of this this new collection. 

 
 

 

29” HYDRA 29.5” RNF RETRO

...LOST X CARVER

This little sea monster is designed around an almost 
traditional ‘fish’ outline, melded with the  progressive 
design details of far more progressive outlines. The 
Hydra will fly when other boards leave you dry. 

The RNF Retro is the latest iteration of Mayhem’s most 
classic model. Featuring a distinctive ‘double side cut’ 
outline, classic tint and custom logo, it’s like a vintage 
hotrod souped up with a modern engine. 

10.5”
16”

9.875”
16.5”

10.5”
16.25”
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Extra wide for a smooth sidewalk glide, the Rad 
Ripper features a retro 80’s vibe with rainbow rails, 
tail wings and classic logos, while the longer 
wheelbase stretches out your stance for a fast pumping 
ride. 

30.5” PUDDLE JUMPER 31” RAD RIPPER

...LOST X CARVER

Souped up and slimmed down, the new PJ can take a 
domesticated gentleman into a realm thought long gone. 
Fast but loose, precise but playful, stand on the tail and 
simply go to town, round and round.

32” QUIVER KILLER
A hybrid groveler designed to take on everything from 
steep hill fun to a thirsty market run, the Son of Cobra 
cranked up the color to bring his unique technique to this 
iconic model. The name says it all: just one and you’re 
done. 

10.5”
16.875”

10.5”
17.25”

10.5”
18”
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30.75” USA BOOSTER

USA SURFING

Made for the USA Surfing Team, the Booster features a 
deep concave with nose and tail kicks for advanced 
surf training and skatepark riding. Take your surfing to 
the next level, and have a blast while you get there. 
 

Carver is a proud sponsor of the USA Surfing Team, the hottest group of groms to ever snap a turn. These young guns are the next generation of 
competitive surfers, and part of their success comes from their extensive training regimen. Carver has been supporting the team for years, and over this 
time we’ve witnessed many of these ambitious competitors go on to take their place on the podium at the most highly competitive professional events in 
the world. There’s hardly a better case for the performance edge created by this union of surf and skate. 

9.625”
16”
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32.5” HOBO
Designed with a longer wheelbase and wider template 
for more drawn out carves and easy pushing, The 
Hobo will take you anywhere you want to go. 

HOBO
The hobo tradition is one of freedom and travel, and of working just enough to get by while you explore the world around you, an itinerant lifestyle that is echoed in the surfer’s peripatetic exploration of 
far-away breaks. With folk art ingenuity the hobo carved unique portraits onto common nickels, transforming a mere five cents into something of great value for trade. We celebrate the hobo and their 
counterculture spirit with this amber maple veneer deck featuring a classic hobo nickel design and clear sugarcoat grip. 

VENTURA HOBO JUNGLE

10”
17.875”
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SUPER SURFER SERIES
Building on the lessons we’ve learned from riding bigger wheels and taller risers for more radical carving performance, we’ve adapted the Super Surfer concept for a highly maneuverable set up that snaps 
and pumps like nothing you’ve ever ridden before. These decks are pressed in a Hyperspoon mold for a deep-dish nose concave and full tail kick.

 

28” SUPER SNAPPER
Made with a shorter Hyperspoon mold for a deep-dish 
nose concave and full tail kick on a shorter wheelbase, 
this little-big-board features big, juicy 70mm Ecothane 
wheels for crazy grip on deep-railed carves.  

31 1/4” SUPER SLAB
With the same deep-dish Hyperspoon concave nose, this 
in-between sized Super model is a bit wider for it’s length, and 
with standard 70mm wheels it’s also a bit lower than the 
Super Surfer, adding a bit of stability. Airbrush by longtime 
friend of the brand and creator of Da Monsta, Todd Proctor. 

 

32” SUPER SURFER
For any rider looking to get serious about their surfing 
& performance training, our new Hyperspoon mold 
puts mad concave under your feet for the most 
leverage you can squeeze out of a piece of wood. 
75mm Ecothane wheels for cutbacks with grip & heft.

9.625”
15.375”

10.125”
17.25”

9.875”
17”
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The 1970s was on fire with innovation, setting the tone for what surfing would become for decades. Somewhere along the way we settled on the competition thruster as our main board, but as we explore new 
sensations and mine the past for forgotten gems, we’re dusting off those experimental boards and rediscovering lines we’d all but forgotten about. It was also an era when custom airbrushing made each board a 
unique work of art, a one-of-a-kind hot rod for the ocean. With this series we’re introducing a clear ‘sugar coat’ grip that showcases airbrushed top art for a full color experience under your soles. 

 

AIRBRUSH SERIES

 

31” BLUE HAZE 32” GLASS OFF30” EMERALD PEAK
The shortboard revolution truly heated up with the intro 
of the swallow-tail, increasing maneuverability & 
opening up new lines on the wave, like with this little 
jem that’s quick with cutbacks and fast down the line.

The rounded pin is the grandpappy of all shapes and 
the 70’s had its own take, such as being wider  
towards the nose which here provides more front foot 
area for pushing & trimming in that laid back style.   

As the sun sets under fiery clouds, glassy orange tubes 
roll in as you take this mid-length diamond tail out for 
a pm session. The longer wheelbase draws out your 
lines and smooths out your flow.

9.75”
16.5”

9.875”
17”

9.875”
17.625”
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31” RESIN

 
 

RESIN SERIES - RYAN MARTZ

30.25” FIREFLY
A slightly shorter version of our classic Resin, this 
nimble model is a little snappier and easier to pump 
for smaller riders looking for their go-to surfskate.

A proven favorite that’s just the right length so you can 
pump it with ease and still drop in on any hill with 
confidence, this is the standard by which all others are 
measured. 

Growing up, Ryan Martz was surrounded by a steady stream of the most skilled glassers on the coast, so it’s no wonder that he is now one of the most sought after resin artists in the world. Ryan’s dad Greg Martz 
started the Waterman’s Guild in 1983 to create the best glass shop in Southern California, where Ryan learned his trade. “Growing up under my dad, he was a perfectionist, so he drove that quality is always the 
bottom line here, and that’s been present since day one.” Paying his dues and working up the ranks, Ryan has developed his own signature style of resin work, each a one-of-a-kind painting made in flowing 
pigments that recall the movement of water or fire, frozen in time. Returning for his third resin series for Carver, Ryan made these custom designs the old school way, with pigmented resin on fiberglass 
for a true surf/skate graphic. 

RYAN MARTZ - THE GUILD SURFBOARDS

9.875”
16.5”

9.875”
17”
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ARTIST SERIES - RYAN KLEINER

29.5” SWALLOW
Just like its namesake, this board is fast and loose, a 
magic combination of length and width that makes it 
easy to pump. Featuring wave art by Ryan Kleiner.

33.75” GREENROOM
The mid-sized retro template provides plenty of 
platform for stable carving and a wider stance, 
perfect for cruising and pushing. Featuring wave art
by Ryan Kleiner.

It’s not often that you can say ‘surf artist’ and really mean it, but Ryan Kleiner’s passion for waves authentically drives his work. A surfer from Santa Barbara who shapes his own boards, he’s worked with brands 
like Quiksilver and True Ames, and has been making waves for Carver for years. His work has endured in part because it truly captures something about the wave that energizes us as the central force behind our 
surfing, and in part because they are just beautiful. But to capture this you first have to know the wave, and Ryan has put in his time directly observing it’s ever-changing movement from sea level. This year we 
expanded his canvas by adding one of our bigger boards, the Greenroom, for a standing wave portrait that showcases his recent use of evaporated sea salt collected from his local break to create the foam 
texture. 

9.875”
18.875”

9.875”
15.5”
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STREET SURF - DAREN MAGEE

32.25” SCAPE 32” SUN RAY
A classic pool board shape with a wider 8 7/8” 
template, it’s the supreme park board for anyone 
who’s always wanted to surf transition with speed and 
flow. Featuring the lower, lighter C5 truck set and 
smaller, faster Park wheels. 

A thoroughly modern take on the blend of surf and 
street, the narrower 8 1/2” template keeps it light, so 
you can just as easily flip a trick as carve a line. 
Featuring the lower, lighter C5 truck set and smaller, 
faster Park wheels. 

Ojai artist Daren Thomas Magee considers himself a work in progress, a dude who simply loves to create and share his work with the world. It’s a humble description for someone who’s refined eye and 
creative vision communicates such complex ideas, even shifts our perception of time with words and images that remind us to slow down, to appreciate and enjoy our journey on this planet. Inspired by the 
natural and the supernatural, his work speaks to the liminal space between imagination and reality, leaving you to float off to someplace entirely new. Which is fitting for this series, which seeks to explore 
that intersection between high performance surfing and street skating, where pushing progression requires purpose-built hybrid equipment that performs well in both worlds.  

8.875”
15.75”

8.5”
15.5”
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BUREO

-

 

 
 

27” BUREO AHI
Made from recycled fishing net nylon, this functional mini 
features concave for less flex and better control, a small nose 
kick and full tail kick for true skate performance.

When we met the founders of Bureo, we fell in love with their mission for saving the oceans by creating the world’s first commer-
cial fishing net recycling program, and providing a way to keep discarded nets from harming marine life and polluting our 
oceans. Working together to make the common plastic skateboard a truly functional surf performance machine, Carver helped 
design a wider, longer and stronger board, combined it with our C5 Truck Set and made it a long-lasting, high performance, 
waterproof surfskate that supports a greener future for generations to come.
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Everything about Triton is pure surf, from the classic Fish and Thruster shapes to the full white-dipped tops. The transparent color overlay graphics continue our tradition of using 
surfboard glassing styles adapted to print, incorporating a sophisticated palette that elevates their elegant simplicity. This tight collection of four models hits every major surfskate 
index, from the short and snappy to the long and carvy. An affordable entry into surfskate, the Triton series maintains the great quality and responsive performance you expect from 
Carver. Featuring the precision-pivot Carver CX truck set for a familiar and dependable surfskate feel, the series also comes with fast and grippy 68mm Roundhouse wheels and a 
7 ply maple deck, each the result of 25 years of commitment to good design and durability. 

A small fish-tailed board that’s easy to throw around, 
Astral is the perfect little driveway snapper for riders 
who want a board that’s super easy to pump and 
carve. 

29” ASTRAL
A smaller squash-tailed board that’s light and fun, it 
features an original surfboard graphic by designer 
Mauro Ferraro from Uruguay. 

 

30” SPECTRAL

-

TRITON BY CARVER

 

32” PRISMAL
Featuring a longer wheelbase for faster pumping and 
a wider stance, Prismal has a bit more length and 
stability for more drawn out carves. 
 

 
 

31” SIGNAL
A very versatile size and shape, Signal is a fast 
pumping classic surfskate ideal for everything from 
maneuverable driveway surfing to stable pushing 
through town. 

 
 

30.5” TIDAL
The Tidal shape harkens back to classic boards from 
the 80's with its wider, rounded template. The fuller 
nose provides extra width under your front foot for 
deep carves with great precision and control. 

9.75”
15.25”

9.75”
16.125”

9.75”
16.5”

9.75”
17”

9.75”
17.875”
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TRUCK SYSTEMS
After extensive experimentation on the now-legendary coastal hills around Venice and Santa Monica, Carver successfully created the original patented dual-axis truck, a revolution in skateboard design. Over 
the years this model has evolved into the C7, the most progressive and versatile surfskate trucks ever made. As the style of surfskate continued to evolve worldwide, Carver recognized that there was a growing 
need for a simpler, lighter surfskate truck as well, so we went back into the workshop and created the CX. The unique patented geometry and innovative machined pivot pin is anything but standard, once again 
creating better performance through innovation.
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C5 SYSTEM

TRUCK SYSTEMS

C7 SYSTEM

 

CX SYSTEM
This is Carver’s hybrid surf and skate truck. On the one hand it’s a lightweight 
standard RKP (Reverse King Pin) hanger and base, on the other it has a patented 
geometry that squeezes every bit of turn and pump from its simple design. That 
means that you can pump this truck like a C7, but it lands airs and rides fakie with 
more stability as well. This opens up aerial maneuvers, and keys in with the latest 
progression of airs in surfing. This original Carver design is quickly becoming the 
most popular surfskate truck in the world. 

This is the signature truck that started it all. Still the smoothest turning, fastest pumping 
surf truck ever, it's at the leading edge of true surfskate performance. The patented 
second axis of this front truck not only increases the turning radius of your carve, but 
lets you snap the nose and pivot your turns off the tail. This dynamic creates thrust and 
drives you forward with increasing speed. The striking similarity to surfIng perfor-
mance has made the C7 the choice for surf training by pros and ams alike. Now 
we’ve introduced a lighter spring, opening up the looser register of performance for 
a more progressive surf experience, while still retaining the stiffer, more stable range 
too. It’s our new favorite truck once again!

The history of skateboarding is also the history of inventiveness, of tricks and flow over an unyielding 
landscape. The truly modern surfskate needs to incorporate this history of progression, and provide a set-up 
that can be ollied and flipped as easily as it can be carved and pumped. And so the C5 Truck System (C5 
front, C4 rear) is shorter and narrower, lowering the center of gravity for added stability and more pop. You 
get higher ollies and better control because the narrower hanger, hollow kingpin and axle make it light, and 
the patented geometry keeps it maneuverable. This is the next generation of surfskate, blending tricks and flow 
into a complex, creative expression.
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For the rider who wants to make their own custom surfskate, we offer our trucks in two packages, the Set or the Kit. The Set comes with a pair with risers and hardware, for those who want a fully custom set-up with 
their own components. The Kit is a complete set-up including everything you’ll need but the wood, from wheels and bearings to hardware and the tool that can put it all together.

CX SET C7 KIT

(2) (1)
(8) (4)

FRONT + REAR PIPEWRENCH

1 1/4” MOUNTING BOLTS WHEELS + BEARINGS

KIT

(2)
(8)

FRONT + REAR 

1 1/4” MOUNTING BOLTS

SET

(2) (1)
(8) (4)

FRONT + REAR PIPEWRENCH

1 1/4” MOUNTING BOLTS WHEELS + BEARINGS

KIT

TRUCK SETS/KITS

C5 KIT
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The surfskate revolution in truck design is really only half the story. Innovation in wheel design is where the proverbial ‘rubber meets the road’, and Carver has been equally dedicated to designing and making 
premium surfskate wheels that match the high performance characteristics of their trucks through their Roundhouse wheel brand. From the fast-rolling Mag, and the ultra-grippy Concave, to our latest hybrid Park 
wheel, we make sure that whatever your terrain or style of riding you want to take on, we’ve got you covered.

ROUNDHOUSE WHEELS

69MM CONCAVE 

(4) 78a ROUNDHOUSE WHEELS

70MM MAG 

(4) 78a ROUNDHOUSE WHEELS

58MM PARK 

(4) 95a ROUNDHOUSE WHEELS

A super-grip wheel design, the concave lips compress 
with weight, hugging the ground like claws. The most 
you’ll ever lean into a turn with confidence!

A grippy, yet fast rolling wheel with a thin outer lip and 
solid core profile creates the perfect balance of easy 
pushing and sticky carving. A very versatile cruiser. 

Soft wheels bog down on smooth surfaces, so this one 
is meant to keep speed and grip at the skate park. 
Rounded profile for coping tricks, hollow lip for grip. 
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Ecothane is our unique formulation that combines a natural soy-based urethane with Carver’s premium Roundhouse formula. Every formulation has its own properties, and as 
we began experimenting with this blend, we found that we got the same fast roll and rebound speed, but got a little more grip, too. We love to reduce our footprint and live more consciously whenever possible. 
Since we’re a skateboard company and performance is king, we’re stoked to be able to hit both goals with this model. A faster wheel with superior grip properties that helps the planet, what more is there to 
talk about?

ECOTHANE WHEELS

75MM ECOTHANE MAG 65MM ECOTHANE MAG 

(4) 81a ROUNDHOUSE ECOTHANE WHEELS (4) 81a ROUNDHOUSE ECOTHANE WHEELS (4) 81a ROUNDHOUSE ECOTHANE WHEELS

70MM ECOTHANE MAG 

(4) 81a ROUNDHOUSE ECOTHANE WHEELS

69MM ECOTHANE CONCAVE
Grippy and fast rolling just like the 70mm, but lighter and 
more compact. Hardened to an 81a to keep a fast roll with 
the smaller diameter. 

The Concave profile is already one of the grippiest wheels 
we’ve ever ridden, and now it’s even grippier. And the 
harder 81a durometer speeds things up, making this the most 
perfect surfskate wheel we’ve ever ridden.

A grippy, yet fast rolling wheel with a thin outer lip and solid 
core profile creates the perfect balance of easy pushing and 
sticky carving, now even faster and stickier in the 81a 
Ecothane.

A grippy, yet fast rolling wheel with a thin outer lip and solid 
core profile creates the perfect balance of easy pushing and 
sticky carving, now even faster and stickier in the 81a 
Ecothane.
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BUSHINGS 

(4) PERFORMANCE BUSHINGS (2) PIVOT CUPS 

 

BEARINGS 

(8)

(SET) BUILT-IN SPACERS (12) (CASE) INDIVIDUAL SETS

RISERS 

(2) RISERS (8) 1  3/4” HARDWARE

 
 

ACCESSORIES

Carver Abec 7 Built-Ins are the ultimate bearing for speed, performance, and durability. Built with 
hardened Rockwell C-65 grade steel and precision grooved inner races, these bearings provide 
an ultra smooth ride with low rolling rolling resistance, less overall friction, and a longer bearing 
life. The built-in spacers and speed rings allow for an easy and hassle free installation creating a 
solid and perfectly centered set up.

Bushing performance is key to getting the most out of a surfskate. High rebound is essential so it 
gives energy back with each pump. Firm but resilient flex means you can push with ease but still 
get that free rail to rail surf feel. Carver bushings are hand-cast with premium urethane in several 
shapes and hardnesses so you can pick the kind of performance you want, and customize your 
ride. 

Soft, lightweight hollow risers help dampen your ride and lift the truck to prevent wheelbite with 
larger wheels. A custom C7 shape fully supports the longer baseplate. 

We make things that last, but even the best bearings get old and need replacement. Or maybe you want to try a different set of bushings to get the exact feel you’re after. 
We carry original equipment replacement parts for those who ride Carver trucks. 
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STICKER PACK 

(25) ASSORTED CARVER STICKERS

HARDWARE 

(8) 1 1/4” CHROMOLY WHITE ZINC HARDWARE

  

PIPEWRENCH 

(1) STAINLESS STEEL WRENCH

ACCESSORIES

TThis versatile pocket tool measures in at under 21⁄2” in 
length, so it’s easy to bring along on a session. With both 
an 1/8” Allen for on-the-fly truck adjusting, and a 3/32” 
Allen for installing or removing your surfboard fins, its the 
first ever surf/skate key that fits all your boards. Made of 
tool grade stainless steel, it won’t rust, break or wear out, 
guaranteed. The Allen key snaps on with a powerful 
neodymium magnet.

We’re surfers, and so we always end up with a board 
at the beach, pumped around the parking lot before a 
paddle. Chromoly white zinc hardware never rusts, so 
you don’t have to worry about a little salt.

Newly completed logo update featured in this set of 
custom die-cut, screen printed vinyl stickers.

• USE WITH 1-2 CARVER RISERS
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